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Flying a kite is a traditional folk activity in Spring
after winter that brings young and old outdoor to
have fun by flying colourful kites. The tiny tots of
Nursery celebrated –“Fly a kite day” on 6.1.2020.
The children and teachers had lot of fun
experiencing flying colourful kites in the school
campus. They exercised and had good fun at the
same time. The children were thrilled to have
their kites as take home.



Honouring each of the four season as a time to
celebrate and embrace the magic and the miracles
that unfold within the Earth, children of Jr.Kg took
us on a journey into the world of seasonal magic on
10.01.2020.The change of leaves on trees, blooming
of colourful flowers, the chirping of birds, the
beauty of snow and summer fun were magical to our
tiny tots! Each class presented the clothes, food,
festivals and experienced the magic of each season.
The magical adventure was enthralling to all kutti
Sanites.



Springtime is a great time of joy to every person
after winter. The flower buds, the springy smell,
birds singing, kites flying are lovely springtime
charms. The children of Sr.KG welcomed spring on
09.01.2020. The teachers & children sang together a
spring song to welcome Spring. The children
represented Spring by dressing up like flowers,
birds, trees and talked about the changes in nature
and said “Hello Spring” with joy.



Winged Wisdom was the Show & Tell topic for
Nursery held on 27.1.2020. It was an opportunity
given for children to stand up in front of their
class and speak. Each tiny tot of San KKN brought
charts, puppets, toys and spoke on a bird with
confidence. They were pinned appreciation
badges as take home.



Show & tell activity gives children practise in

communication skills & builds confidence to

speak in a safe environment. The children of Jr.Kg

spoke on one of the travel techniques on

28.01.2020.

They had brought models, charts, puppets and

spoke with clarity & confidence. Parents of Jr.Kg

were the judges and appreciated the children.

Children were given appreciation badges.



Children of Sr.Kg have gained confidence in public

speaking and show & tell has made them feel

special & important. The children spoke on

weather topics providing detailed information of

each weather with clarity & confidence. Each child

was given an appreciation badge as take home.

Parents of Sr.Kg were the judges and they were

awed at the speaking ability of the children.



On 29/1/2020 a Special Assembly was conducted by
Sr. KG A . All Sr. Kg students and teachers assembled
in the lobby . It started with Tamizh Thai Vazthu.
Then prayer by Sana, Akshita , Pooja , Tanishka
Prakash and Tanshika.S. Pledge by Akshita.S

Thirukural by Nimalam. Nimalan recited the
thirukural “Nandri Marappadhu nandrandru” and
explained the meaning for it . Current News was read
by Jeshan A.D. Theme based Rhymes were sung by
Tharika Prakash, Shruthi , Akshara, Srihitha,
Dhanshikha.V and all Sr. Kg students

Principal Mrs. Ganga Natarajan, addressed the
gathering and oriented them on why they have
gathered and encouraged them to discuss about
their experience of an assembly with their parents
and grandparents. We concluded with the National
Anthem .The assembly was compered by Keerthan .



Schooling at SAN ACADEMY goes beyond the
classrooms into the wider creative world outside.
Apart from a keen focus on academics, various
creative activities are taught that engage the
mental and intellectual faculties of our students.
Classical dance and Carnatic vocal are offered to
our students. Dance and vocal music offers a wide
creative landscape for students to paint their
feelings and emotions and also improves
coordination of the mind and body.

Undoubtedly, the pursuit of such creative activities
adds another meaningful dimension to school life.
For the first time this year we proudly hosted
“Marghazhi Maha Utsavam” in our School premises
to encourage children learning Classical dances,
Carnatic Vocal and Classical Instruments.



The Chief Guest of the day was Sri. S. Murugesh, 
a connoisseur of Bharathanatyam for the past
two decades, who in his speech instilled in 
students that dedication and excellence would 
MAKE WONDERS.

Students who have completed Salangai Pooja or
have had Arangetram were given the opportunity to
show their skills. Students who have learnt
Varnams and Keerthanais could show their
prowess vocally or using musical instruments.
Parents who learnt music professionally were also
given an opportunity. It was a great prospect for
students who willingly grabbed their chance with
both hands, and took to stage. The audience had a
taste of our budding wonders.



.The activities planned since November starting
from the “Celebration of Constitution Day”
continued through the month of January, as San
Academy Kamakoti Nagar conducted a series of
Quiz, Debate and Essay competitions.
Fundamental rights are essential for intellectual,
moral and spiritual development of individuals.
Every citizen should be aware of it. To test the
awareness among the students, a quiz was
conducted for class 6 students.

Though human rights is a dynamic concept, and
one which is therefore constantly evolving,
international law defines the content and scope
of human rights. Now India is a secular nation.
One of the common debates in the society has
been - Reservation of Seats. To give an
opportunity to the students of class 7 to pen in
their views on: ‘Reservation of seat’, ‘Secularism’,
and ‘Life of Dalits in Pre-Independence and Post-
Independence Era’ an essay competition was
held.



.

It was a real test of knowledge the students had, regarding
the topics. Students are exposed to equality at a tender age.
They have an open view on the happenings around them,
with the media coverage on any number of topics. “Does
reserved constituency lead to discrimination?” Students of
Classes 8 and 9 debated on this topic. It was a stunning
performance by the students as they had done elaborate
research on the topic, and came up with real-time data.
The whole exercise this month had been a successful
venture as students were exposed to some of the current
affairs of the country.



The commencement of the New Year brings a slew
of festivals which Indians keep looking forward to
for the rest of the year. The first is the harvest
festival and Pongal is a Tamil tradition followed by
all with great anticipation. With the intention of
familiarizing the students with the culture deeply
engraved in the heart of the people, and also
acquainting them on the flavor of all things
traditional, San Academy Kamakoti Nagar
conducted the Pongal Thiruvizha on 12.01.2020 at
its school premises. The entire neighbourhood
and general public were invited to the festivities.



For many adults it was a re-visit to the past, where
they vacationed at their native for all rituals,
which brought back fond memories. For the
young, more inclined towards technology, it was
an eye-opener to understand our culture and
enjoy simple things. To revive the fading
traditions, the heart of the country – villages, and
their unique customs were brought in. The guests
were welcomed by big colourful aesthetically
made Rangoli at the entrance.



Our cultural pride lies in the villages in the form of
folk art. An initiative was taken to remind the
visitors of our Tamil culture and tradition and they
could feast their eyes on Mayilattam, Karagaattam,
Bommai Aattam, Poikaal kuthirai, Silambatam,
etc. Apart from this the children could spend time
watching magic show and puppet show in the form
of a shadow play.















While everyone watched our colourful culture, they
could experience different authentic flavours by
savoring the taste of traditional food items which
were on display in various stalls. Children could set
aside their pizza and pasta and could relish the
flavor of molaga bujji, paniyaran, appam, vadai, goli
soda, millet and grain food, etc



The cultural and traditional values of rural Tamil
Nadu could be witnessed in the theme shops
selling, bangles, ribbons, traditional toys, snacks,
cotton candy, etc. The children could have their
hands decorated with intrinsically drawn
marudhaani. Children more used to amusement
parks could enjoy the village version of the rides.
While parampariya games like aadu puli attam,
paramapadam, dhayam, paandi were arousing
curiosity, jakkamma jostyam and kili jotsyam
were not far behind in luring inquisitive patrons.







The overwhelming response by the general public
was a great boost for the organizers themselves.
The event rejuvenated the spirit of Pongal in all
our visitors due to the authenticity and the
traditional manner and which was colored with
competitive games which included uriadithal.
Through all this exuberant celebration, one could
notice a visible feeling of oneness among all, as
every component inculcated within the campus
spread the festive spirit.



Following the steps of ‘Pongal vizha’ was the
celebration in school on 13.01.2020. The school had
the aura of joy and good cheer as the students
arrived in colourful traditional dresses. The
assembly was a true manifestation of our rich
culture and traditions. We had students explaining
the reason of celebrating Pongal and the
importance of Pongal. The students were
illuminated on the four days of Pongal and the
customs that are followed on these days. The
programme had a mix of folk songs and folk dances
too, where the events were designed in a manner to
evoke and expose the students' inner most talents.
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On the auspicious morning of 24th Jan, our

school celebrated Republic Day in the school

premises. It was the matter of great pride for all

the students of Nursery to Class 2 to honour the

day when the constitution of India came into

effect. The celebration started with the march

past followed the flag hoisting and flag salute.

The children put up cultural items that included

patriotic songs, dances, skit and speeches of great

leaders. On the occasion of 71st Republic Day, let

us salute our mother India. Happy Republic day

wishes!!! .



Republic Day is a remarkable day in the history of
India as the day when finally the Constitution of India
came into effect in 1950. The 71st Anniversary was
celebrated in all its solemnity and grandeur at San
Academy Kamakoti Nagar on 26th January 2020. The
entire school was resplendent in the shades of
tricolor. The programme started with the march past
which was led by the school band and followed by
Scouts, Guides, Cubs and Bulbuls.
Other students were dressed in their house uniforms.
The rear was brought in by teaching and non-teaching
staff. Our Principal hoisted the National flag, the
students saluted the National flag and pledged to up
hold the honor and integrity followed by the flag
song.



The colourful entertainment commenced with Thamizh Thai
Vazhthu. This was followed by a wonderful speech by Sahana.
P of Class VII B. Students from Class IV A sang a beautiful
patriotic song with a strong message by Bharathiyar. Students
from V B swayed to the music beat of “Suno Gaur Se”. The
little ones from class III C enacted a skit on the importance of
Republic Day, with the teacher in the skit delivering a few
thought provoking messages. The leader’s walk by class VI B
had several freedom fighters on the stage, who explained
their contribution to the freedom struggle, which was very
enlightening. A patriotic song by class VI students “Mere
Vatan” was quite moving. The finale dance by Tanishka and
Kaviya Darshini of Class VII A was a fitting.



.

.



Everybody knows that laughing feels good, to feel
and realize how valuable these simple tools can be in
improving our everyday wellness and wellbeing,
class V B students along with teacher organized
“World Laughter Day” in the assembly. Students
performed few activities and explanation nailing the
importance of laughter in a person and how it will
improve in human wellness. All were enlightening
by the activities and everyone had a great start for
the day.



Class III A teacher along with students came up with
interesting facts and story about Swami Vivekananda
on National Youth Day. The main objective behind
the assembly is to make a better future of the country
by motivating the youths. Students were keenly
listening to the story and took up the word
“CONCENTRATION”. Principal Mrs. Ganga Natarajan
highlighted the need and importance of youth to
concentrate in the work they do. Everyone took up
the word and ensured that they will follow the same
in class.



Class III B came up with exciting assembly on the
Bibliography of great person Swami Vivekananda
a great social reformer and a very inspiring
personality of India. Student dressed up like
Swami Vivekananda and narrated the story and
his versus. Students were delighted to hear his
achievements. The whole event was thought
provoking and pleasant.



Teacher and students of Class III C came up with
yet another interesting Bibliography assembly of
the freedom fighter, good politician, writer Subash
Chandra Bose. Students explained his
bibliography by taking turns, explanation was very
perfect like a neat picture. Teacher sum up the
whole concept and coloured the perfect picture.



On December 3, 2018, the United Nations General
Assembly adopted a resolution proclaiming
January 24 as International Day of Education, in
celebration of the role of education for bringing
global peace and sustainable development.
Students of class VI A explained to the audience
that the day was celebrated to face the challenge of
achieving universal education. They used the
platform given to address the topic and put forth
the message that without inclusive and equitable
quality education and lifelong opportunities for
all, countries will not succeed in achieving gender
equality and breaking the cycle of poverty that is
leaving millions of children, youth and adults
behind. A commendable effort by the children
indeed.



India is a land of great heritage. Our past, our
culture is a vast study for all concerned. Throwing
in the beauty nature has to offer – Tourism In India
has all the vital components for the industry to
boom. India’s National Tourism Day is celebrated
on January 25. It was established by the Indian
government to raise awareness of the importance
of tourism for the country’s economy.

Students of class V I B enriched the minds of the
audience be putting forth the point that India’s rich
history and cultural and geographical diversity
make the country one of the most popular tourist
destinations among foreign travelers. They
stressed on the fact that offering various forms of
tourism, including cultural, heritage, cruise,
nature, educational, business, sports, rural,
medical, and eco-tourism, the tourists would take
home fond memories and spread the uniqueness
they found in our country. They even explained the
need for National policies for the promotion and
development of tourism and how we can lend a
hand in help bring in visitors from other countries.
The future of tourism in our country is in safe
hands.





Students of class IV A gave a very informative
assembly on the famous freedom fighter Lala
Lajapath Rai, popularly known as Lion of Punjab.
Teacher emphasized on his different
achievements and the establishment of hospital
to treat women suffering from Tuberculosis. She
also listed down the books he wrote for the
upliftment of people. Assembly was very
informative and appreciative.



Class IVB organized assembly for the
remembrance of Death anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi, the father of the nation. Mahatma Gandhi
belief in non-violence that deliverance for people
lay only in truth and non-violence was highlighted
and later his favourite bajan Ragupathi Ragava
Rajaram was played. All joined the bajan and
whole place looked divine.



Leprosy, not a disease that class VI students are
familiar with. But still students of Class VI C came up
with a commendable performance. World Leprosy
Day is observed internationally every year on the last
Sunday of January to increase the public awareness
of the Leprosy. The students explained to their peer
and everyone present there that the day provides an
opportunity for enhanced efforts and renewed
commitment for elimination/eradication of the
debilitating disease at the earliest. They explained
about the disease and elucidated that in order to
target on zero cases of leprosy-related disabilities in
children, it is essential to acquire equipment and
technology for early detection and spreading its
awareness. They had even implied that focus should
also be on ending discrimination, stigma and
prejudice rendered towards the patients suffering
from disease.





India is a land of festivals, a colourful nation with joyous
celebrations for all the valid reasons, including harvest.
India celebrates its harvest festival at different times
throughout the year, owing to the diversity in climate
and difference in the staple crop of a region but the
significance of each is just one – to be thankful to the
almighty for the bountiful harvest. This month’s Intra
Club activity was utilized to imbibe the various
information on the harvest festivals across the country.

Introductions were made to the ‘Harvest Festivals’
through videos. This was followed by several activities.
Small children love to draw and colour, but when they
are already given an outline, they take meticulous care
to colour them neatly. Students of classes I and II used
vibrant colours to bring alive the pongal scene that was
given to them.



While the young children coloured the given scene, students
of Classes III and IV could let their imagination run riot and
draw own Pongal scene and colour them.

Speaking activity was
given for classes V (Pongal
and Baisaki) and VI
(Ugadi, Onam, Bihu,
Makar Sankranthi), where
they had to talk about the
topic given to the class.
Students were judged on
Adherence to the theme,
Confidence, Vocabulary
usage and Content.

Students from Class VII exhibited their talents and creativity
by using a spalsh of colours using different materials to
present a visual treat. The participants were judged on
design, usage of materials, creativity and presentation. The
plight of Indian farmers and agriculture as a whole has
captured media’s attention the past few months and the
citizens are aware of the situation. Giving the opportunity for
the children to understand the agricultural crisis in India
which has become a great challenge to the nation, Essay
competition was held for Classes VIII (Importance of
agriculture to Indian Economy) and IX (Prevailing Problems
of Indian Farmers) and it was heart-warming to notice that
the children had done a thorough research to present a good
report to initiate a healthy nation. They were judged
according to Adherence to the theme, Vocabulary, Content
and Facts.



“Arise, awake and do not stop until the goal is
reached.” A famous quote of Swami Vivekananda.

In lieu of his Birth Anniversary on January 12th,
Swami Vivekananda Ratham visited our school
premises on 23-1-2020. Teachers and students offered
flowers at the holy feet of Swami Vivekananda and
prayed for his grace. Befitting the occasion, his
messages were conveyed by an accompanying
student. Joining in the celebrations, Mithilesh of
Class V B and Sahana Sathish of class VII A sang a few
bhajans. The programme culminated with a speech
by the Principal, who gave everyone present an
insight to the life and preaching of the great man,
which is valid even today.



As part of the 150th year of Mahatma Gandhi’s
birth Anniversary, San Academy Kamakoti Nagar
conducted a yoga session for class 9 students. The
Father of our Nation strongly believed in peace
and non-violence. The inner peace could be
attained while practicing yoga. The students were
given an insight to how yoga and meditation
could benefit them during the period of stress
and pressure.

Entering into a most important stage in their life,
students’ anxiety level increases and to avoid the
depression and panic attacks certain techniques
were taught to children to overcome their dread.
Explaining what they are going through - sitting
at a desk for hours a day, going back home and
pouring over books to finish the daily homework
assignments, studying and acing numerous tests,
participating in various extra-curricular
activities, etc. all cause the body and mind to
tense up. So they were encouraged to deal with
their stress, and enlightened that with
perseverance and patience they can now improve
their concentration, memory and flexibility.



After the session, as a tribute to Mahatma
Gandhi’s spirit, All faith prayer was also held. He
tried in his own way to unify the teachings of the
three major scriptures. As a mark of respect,
slokas were read out from Bhagvat Gita which
spread the message of peace and tolerance.
Psalms from the Bible, which the great man
mentioned as thought provoking, were also read
out. As a prayer to the almighty, passage from
Quran were then read, to show the righteous path
to the mankind.

The day with its Christian prayers, slokas from
the Hindu scripture and invoking of values
espoused in Islam, the school symbolised
communal harmony that Gandhi always asked
people to practice in letter and spirit.



The International Society for Krishna
Consciousness (ISKCON) organises the biggest
value education contest based on Gita. Observing
the fast degrading culture and values in
children, we had two IIT students Mr. Brijesh and
Mr. Giridharan, who enlightened the students in a
very interactive, interesting and innovative way to
implement values from age old, proven, time
tested values from Bhagavad Gita. To educate the
children on the necessity of inculcating values in
their inner self they had brought in several
examples from their everyday life. They then talked
about the contest, informing the students that they
will be provided with a kit which contains a guide
book, reading material and also a recent edition of
Bhagavad Gita. The students will be tested on their
observed knowledge.



Sr Kg C - Sai Sanjeev participated in waves
aquatic meet 2020 conducted by Waves Swim
Academy,. He got first place in (12.5 mts freestyle)
(25 mts Back stoke) (12.5mts Backstoke).



Siona Crystal continues to bloom in the game of
chess, winning tournaments with her prowess. Her
strategies have helped her in making a mark in more
events. In the Vikas Mantra Republic Day 1st Inter
School Chess Tournament held at Vikas Mantra
Public School, on 26th January 2020, she was placed
3rd in the Under 12 Girls category.

She returned a 7th place finish
on the merit list in the
Kanchipuram District Chess
tournament in the Under – 19
Category, conducted by
Kanchipuram District Chess
Association at Sri Sankara Global
Academy, on 4th and 5th of
January. In another event held by
the same Association on 14th
and 15th December, she was
placed 11th in Under 25 Girls. No
mean feat for a girl who can still
participate in Under 12 Girls. She
has even participated in the 1st
Federation Cup National Rural
Games Championship – 2019
organized by Rural Games Board
of India.



We are happy to share the good news,
Tanish M of class 6B has secured 20th &
39th National Rank and Jai Sivesh got 33rd

& 39rd National Rank.(Category4)
n National Mega Final of WIZ National
Spell Bee 2018-19 which was held in
Kumaraguru College Coimbatore on28th
December 2019.The children have done
us proud and we wish them more such
success in the future.

“Tournament OS” launched “Skoolympics 2019” – an
inter-school sports fest designed to enrich students in
mind, body and spirit. We are proud to announce that
one of our students, Sai Charan of class VI D, took part
in the swimming competitions for under 15 category.
His strength and skills in strokes won him 3 rd place in
50 m backstroke and 3 rd place in 50 m butterfly
stroke. He also participated in 100 m breast stroke. It
is difficult to master all the 4 strokes in swimming and
we are indeed happy that Sai Charan is able to enter
into competitions in his level.



As a special event commemorating India’s 71st

Republic Day, International Kanzen Koryu Goju Ryu
Karate & Kobudo, conducted the 3rd National
Invitational Karate Championship – 2020, on 26th

January 2020. The event held at Montfort
Auditorium, St Thomas Mount, saw our students’
competitive spirit as they had podium finishes. The
list of prize winners is as follows:-

• Badri Naraian of VI B won 3rd Prize in Individual Kata
in 11-12 category.

• Abhishek. S of Class VII A won 3rd Prize in Individual
Kata in 11-12 category.

• Iniya S of class IVA won 2nd Prize in Individual Kata in
8-9 category.

• Sandhana Sree of IVA won 3rdPrize in Individual Kata
in 8-9 category.

• Manaswini S of Class IVB won 3rdPrize in Individual
Kata in 8-9 category.

• Ashwin Ashok of Class VB won 2nd Prize in Individual
Kata in 9-10 category.

• P. Barghav Naraian of IVB won 3rdPrize in Individual
Kata in 8-9 category.

• Kavinraj S of IVB won 3rdPrize in Individual Kata in 8-
9 category.



• Sethuaadhvan RA of IIIB won 2nd Prize in Individual
Kata in 8-9 category.

• Harshithasri S of VA won 3rd Prize in Individual Kata
in 9-10 category.

• Vamisshi Krisshna GS of IIIC won 3rdPrize in
Individual Kata in 8-9 category.

• Someshvarr M of IVB won 3rd Prize in Individual Kata
in 9-10 category.

• Nithin Sundar P of IIIA won 3rdPrize in Individual
Kata in 8-9 category.

• Adarsh Ashok of IIIB won 2nd Prize in Individual Kata
in 8-9 category.

• Charantej Varma of IIIC won 3rdPrize in Individual
Kata in 8-9 category.

• Rithvik Nithish of IIIC won 3rdPrize in Individual Kata
in 8-9 category.

• Poorvika K of IVA won 1st Prize in Individual Kata in
8-9 category.

• Iniyan S of IVA won 2nd Prize in Individual Kata in 8-9
category.

The list of prize winners is as follows:-





Students took part in the Talent Kids 2019 -20, a
State Level Drawing Competition (which includes
even Puduchery) conducted by Global Event
Managers. Students participated enthusiastically
and showcased their talents by their beautiful
drawings. Hats Off to the following children who
garnered the first prize:

P. Varshin of VI A
M. Tanish of VI B
S. Vedhapriyan of VI C
Paavani. B of VI D
Sahana Satheesh of VII A



First aid is the first and immediate assistance given to
any person suffering from either a minor or serious
illness or injury, with care provided to preserve life,
prevent the condition from worsening, or to promote
recovery. Importance of first aid is given in schools
from the beginning. The Chennai District branch of
Indian Red Cross Society, conducted an orientation
programme on First Aid, at KRM Public School on
24.11.2019. AMBULANCEMAN PROFICIENCY BADGE
is part and parcel of the curriculum of Scouts and
Guides. They were given valid information and training
on certain techniques. The guidance enabled the
students to be confident to take immediate action in
case of emergency. The students who came back
enlightened are:
 Madhuri. R (VIII)
 Shomila. R (VIII)
 Nandhana. S (VIII)
 Siva Prashant (VIII)



It was time again to show their mastery in various
topics in the Times Inter School Quiz. The young,
dedicated and talented students utilized the
opportunity to display their knowledge and
finesse. The students who emerged as the best
talent of our school (the school level winners) are
as follows:

• Yazhini Karuppasamy (VI B)
• Shreya. A ( VII B)
• M. S. Laya ( VIII)
• T.S Tanusri (IX)



Continuing with the triumphs were the students who
participated in Vel’s Spectra organized by Vels
Vidhyashram on 25th January. It was a great outing for
the tiny tots who were not intimidated by the alien
atmosphere and put in their efforts. They shone in telling
stories, fancy dress on important nutrients and
performing folk dance. We are sure that these results
have boosted their confidence level and they will garner
many more prizes as they blossom. The winners are as
follows:
• Samshitha Jr.Kg B – won the 3rd Prize in Eat-o-mania
• Akshita Sr.Kg A – won the 2nd Prize in Kathai solla

poren
• Dhanshikha V Sr.Kg A– won the 2nd Prize in Folk Fest



IMCTF was organized by DAV School at Guru Nanak
College campus at Velachery. It was a valuable experience for
the Primary children.
• During the finals held on 29th a group of II B students

were placed 2nd in Bhajan singing (Gomatha ki Arthi).
The participants were :-

 Shivani. R
 Vutti Veera Vaishali
 Kayal Sathish

• The finals held on 31st had a winner in the form of
Aninditha of Class V A who came first in the individual
competition in Artificial Clay modeling



Participants: 
1. Mohammed Aashif H VIIIA
2. Abijeeth G VIIIA
3. Varsha S.S VIIA

Winners:  
1. Harini S IXA
2. Vedhashya A IXA
3. Niriha Pilla IXA



Rain Dance  - Winners – 1st place

1. Shrinika.A I A
2. Deeksha.C.M I C
3. Akshaya.J.B I D
4. Chinthana Sree II A
5. Yuktha Rajesh II B
6. Shrinitha.S II B 

Adapt Tunes  - Winners – 1st place
1. Bala Sankari VII B
2. Nisita Singh VII B
3. Architha VIII A 



1. Pooja. V A 
2. Sancia Jenish Stans V A 
3. Oviya.A.S V A
4. Hanishka Sareeng VIA
5. Mridula SundarVIB
6. Vandhana R.S VID

Contemporary Dance  - Winners – 3rd place 

Fusion Dance  - Winners – 1st place 

1. Balasankari G VIIB
2. Tanishka S VIIA
3. Architha VIIIA
4. Abhinaya G VIIIA
5. Shruthi S VIIIA
6. Nisita Singh E VIIB

Harvest Festival Dance  - Winners – 3rd place 

1. Aadharsh Ashok III B 
2. Ananya V B 
3. Samukkthaa IV A
4. Poorvika K IVA
5. Nithya Prakash IV A
6. Sai Deveshwar IV B
7. Samyuktha H III A
8. Mrithwin.P.G III B 

• K.Poorvika - Poster Making – 1st place 
• Sathana Thirugnanam – Essay Writing –

2nd Place
• Arshitha.S – Collage Making – 1st Place



ORATORICAL COMPTITION 
Participants:
1. Sanjana R VIIIA
2. Narayani CM VIIB
3. Kayravi Chatterjee VID
4. Vedhapriyan S VIC
5. Abijeeth G VIIIA

1. Manas Mujib Rahman IXA
2. Anish R

1. Yatin Ganapathy TM IXA
2. Harini S IXA

TIMES QUIZ COMPTITION 

INTERNATIONAL 
ASTRONOMICAL  SEARCH 
COLLABORATION AWARD



SOUTH INDIA LEVEL BADMINTON
TOURNAMENT PARTICIPANTS:

1. Harshika.V V A
2. Badri Naraian.P VI B
3. Barghav Naraian.P IV B
4. Saiesh.R VI B
5. Aditya.M VI B
6. Gokulnath.K V B
7. Santhosh.Y VI C


